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OREBRAIN GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTOR OVEREXPRESSION
NCREASES ENVIRONMENTAL REACTIVITY AND PRODUCES A

TRESS-INDUCED SPATIAL DISCRIMINATION DEFICIT
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bstract—Reactivity to environmental stressors influences
ulnerability to neurological and psychiatric illnesses, but

ittle is known about molecular mechanisms that control this
eactivity. Since mice with forebrain-specific glucocorticoid
eceptor overexpression (GRov mice) display anxiety-like be-
aviors in novel environments and have difficulty adjusting
o change in memory tasks, we hypothesized that these may
e facets of a broader phenotype of altered reactivity to
nvironmental demands. Male GRov and wild-type mice were
ested in a multiple-trial object interaction test comprising
nvironmental and object habituation and spatial and object
ovelty trials. Half the mice received restraint stress before
esting. GRov mice exhibited more locomotor activity and,
ithout stress, more object interaction than wild-type mice.
ollowing acute stress, GRov mice no longer showed in-
reased object exploration. While stress dampened re-
ponses to object novelty in both groups, GRov mice were
articularly impaired in discrimination of spatial novelty post-
tress. These data demonstrate that GRov leads to increased
nvironmental reactivity, responsiveness to salience, and
ulnerability to stress-induced cognitive deficits. They impli-
ate forebrain glucocorticoid receptor (GR) in fine-tuning in-
eractions with the environment and the interplay of emo-
ional salience, coping abilities, and cognitive function.

2010 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ey words: object interaction, restraint stress, spatial and
bject novelty, transgenic mice.

n organism’s physical and emotional response to environ-
ental challenges determines its ability to adapt and survive.
nexpected or uncontrolled environmental change, espe-
ially change that threatens the organism, is considered
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Corresponding author. Tel (O): �1-734-936-2019, Tel (Lab): �1-734-
63-3771; fax: �1-734-647-4130.
-mail address: hebda@umich.edu (E. K. Hebda-Bauer).
bbreviations: FBGRKO, forebrain glucocorticoid receptor knockout;
R, glucocorticoid receptor; GRov, glucocorticoid receptor overex-
ression; HPC, hippocampus; ITI, inter-trial interval; LHPA, limbic-
ypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal; MR, mineralocorticoid receptor; SERT,
f
erotonin transporter; WT, wild type; 5-HT1B, 5-HT5A, 5-HT1A, serotonin
eceptors.
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tressful and different individuals can vary significantly in their
bility to cope with stress. Indeed, while stress and “life
vents” are often cited as proximal precipitating factors in
any mood and other psychiatric disorders (McEwen,
004), it can be argued that it is the individual’s biological
nd psychological response to the stressor that is the key
actor, and that this stress reactivity has both genetic and
xperiential antecedents in its own right. Few molecular
argets have been implicated in differential vulnerability to
tress in humans, with the notable exception of the sero-
onin transporter (Caspi and Moffitt, 2006). The present
tudy asks whether the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) might
epresent another molecule which affects not only the
tress response, but modifies several features of environ-
ental reactivity, which can in turn lead to differences in

ulnerability to psychiatric and neurological disorders.
Stress leads to activation of the limbic-hypothalamic-

ituitary-adrenal (LHPA) axis which leads to the rapid syn-
hesis and release of glucocorticoids that then coordinate
eural, immune, and endocrine responses to the stressor.
lucocorticoids modulate a variety of neural functions in-

luding neuronal excitability and plasticity, neurogenesis,
euronal death, stress reactivity, emotional behavior, and

earning and memory (Akil, 2005; De Kloet et al., 1998).
heir actions are mediated by two ligand-dependent tran-
cription factors, the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) and
R. MR is considered a regulator of the basal, diurnal tone
f the LHPA axis (Akil and Morano, 1996), while GR is
onsidered a sensor of stress and a key player in the
egative feedback limiting the stress response once it has
aken place (Akil, 2005; Caamano et al., 2001; De Kloet et
l., 1998; Diorio et al., 1993; Herman et al., 1989; Lopez et
l., 1999).

Forebrain areas that are rich in GR include the hip-
ocampus (HPC) and the frontal cortex, both of which
ave been implicated in the control of the LHPA axis
Diorio et al., 1993; Herman et al., 1989; Morimoto et al.,
996). In particular, beyond its role in negative feedback
he HPC is critical in various types of contextual learning
nd memory (Morris, 2006). While the two functions, stress
ontrol and memory, may appear disparate, they are crit-

cally involved via the HPC in guiding an animal’s behav-
oral responses to environmental stimuli (O’Keefe and
adel, 1978) by assessing their novelty, determining their
alience, comparing them to previous knowledge, and
ommitting them to memory if highly relevant (Lemaire et
l., 1999). However, the role of specific molecules in me-
iating one or more of these hippocampal functions is far

rom clear. In particular, while forebrain GR is clearly im-
s reserved.

mailto:hebda@umich.edu
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licated in the regulation of stress biology, its role in fine-
uning responsiveness to the environment and determining
ovelty and salience both under normal and stressful con-
itions remains to be elucidated.

Genetic modification of GR in the brain has been cre-
ted in several animal models to explore the specific role

hat this gene plays in stress and affective behavior (see
kil, 2005 for mini-review). In our laboratory, we created

ransgenic mice with GR overexpression specifically in the
orebrain area (GRov), including the HPC and cortex.
hese animals have normal basal endocrine profiles.
onetheless, they show increased emotional lability and
n aging-like neuroendocrine phenotype. Specifically,
Rov mice exhibit a significant increase in anxiety- and
epression-like behaviors, yet they are also supersensitive
o antidepressants and show enhanced sensitization to
ocaine, a set of features seen in human bipolar illness
Wei et al., 2004). Moreover, GRov mice exhibit impaired
ermination of the stress response following restraint
tress, a pattern similar to that found with aging and mood
isorders. They also display a mild cognitive deficit during
he reversal phase of the Morris water maze and a broad
ownregulation of glutamate receptor signaling in the HPC
Wei et al., 2007). Thus, these animals exhibit evidence of
ippocampal dysfunction mediated by lifelong over-ex-
ression of GR in their forebrains.

The combined features of GRov mice—increase in
nxiety-like behaviors, difficulty adjusting to a change in a

earning and memory task, hyperresponsiveness to vari-
us pharmacological challenges, and an aging-like neu-
oendocrine phenotype—may all be part of a broad alter-
tion in reactivity to environmental stimuli even if these
timuli are not threatening. This is consistent with the view
hat the LHPA axis, beyond its role in responding to severe
tressors, is relevant to monitoring environmental stimuli
nd assessing salience on an ongoing basis. In this paper,
e address this question by asking whether forebrain GR
verexpression affects spontaneous exploration and re-
ponsiveness to novelty. We also ask whether this envi-
onmental monitoring and exploration is altered by a recent
tress experience.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

ubjects

he generation of GRov mice was described previously (Wei et
l., 2004). GRov mice exhibit significantly higher levels of total GR
RNA and approximately 78% more GR protein in the forebrain

han wild type (WT) controls (Wei et al., 2004). The GRov mouse
ine was established by breeding founders and their progeny to
57BL/6J mice, and all transgenic mice are maintained as hem-

zygotes. Mice were housed on a 14:10 light/dark cycle (lights on
t 5:00 AM) with ad libitum access to food and water. Prior to
ehavioral testing, 2–4.5-month-old mice were housed individu-
lly for 7 days. The mice were handled one time per day (2 min per
ouse) during the 5 days immediately prior to testing. Male GRov
nd WT littermates were matched and assigned as experimental
airs. One to two WT-GRov pairs per litter were identified from 27

itters. Half of the WT-GRov littermate pairs were randomly as-
igned to receive 30 min of restraint stress, which ended 5 min

efore behavioral testing. The other half of the WT-GRov litter- t

Please cite this article in press as: Hebda-Bauer EK, et al., Forebrain g
tal reactivity and produces a stress-induced spatial discrimination defici
033
ate pairs did not receive restraint stress and remained in their
ome cages during the 30-min period. Paired WT-GRov litter-
ates were always tested simultaneously. All procedures were

onducted in accordance with the guidelines outlined in the Na-
ional Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Animals
nd were approved by the University Committee for the Use and
are of Animals at the University of Michigan.

estraint stress

he restraint device consists of a 9�12 cm2 piece of flexible
eflon® attached to a 9�3 cm2 platform with Plexiglas® ends
ontaining a tail slot and air holes. The Teflon® was wrapped
nugly around the mouse and fastened with velcro straps. Mice
ere placed in their home cage immediately after 30 min of

estraint and were then moved into the adjacent testing room to
egin the object interaction test 5 min later.

bject interaction test

odents have a natural tendency to spend more time exploring
ovel objects and objects in novel locations more than familiar
bjects and objects in unchanged locations, and these prefer-
nces can be used as an index of object and spatial recognition
Mumby et al., 2002). We, therefore, relied on a multiple-trial
bject interaction test composed of initial object interaction, habit-
ation, spatial novelty, and object novelty trials (Frick and Gre-
ack, 2003; Thinus-Blanc et al., 1996).

The apparatus was a rectangular open field (35.5 cm
ide�38 cm long�26.5 cm high) made of white plastic. Four open
elds were located in a quiet room under fluorescent lighting with
light intensity of 125 lux in the center of each open field. The use
f four open fields allowed simultaneous testing of two sets of
T-GRov pairs. Four objects were used for testing from the

ego® Duplo® Dora’s Treasure IslandTM set: a double layer flower,
hree Lego® pieces put together in the shape of a boot, a treasure
hest on top of a flat rectangle, and a Dora the ExplorerTM figurine.
he objects were similar in material and size (4–7 cm�4–7 cm�4
m), but were distinctively different shapes and colors. During
esting, the objects were placed approximately 6 cm from the walls
f the open fields to allow for exploration of all sides of the objects.
he objects were secured to the floor of the open fields with
emovable velcro.

Each mouse was tested in a series of eight 5-min trials with an
nter-trial interval (ITI) of 5 min. Mice were placed in the center of
he open field at the beginning of each trial and allowed to freely
xplore. After completing each trial, mice were removed from the
pen fields and placed in their respective home cages next to
ach testing arena for the duration of the ITI. During this ITI and
etween testing of different mice, the open fields and objects were
iped with 70% ethanol. During Trial 1, the open fields were
mpty (Fig. 1A). During Trial two, three objects were placed near

he corners of each open field (Fig. 1B). The configuration of the
bjects remained unchanged for Trials 3 and 4 to allow the mice
o habituate to the objects. Response to spatial novelty was ex-
mined in Trial 5 by moving Object 1 to a new location in the open
eld (Fig. 1C). The object configuration remained the same in Trial
to permit habituation to the new configuration. Response to

bject novelty was examined in Trial 7 by replacing one of the
amiliar objects (3a) with a novel object (3b; Fig. 1D). In Trial 8, the
bject configuration remained unchanged to allow for habituation.

ata collection and analysis

ata were collected and analyzed using Ethovision® (Noldus
echnology, Inc.), Observer® (Noldus Technology, Inc.), and SAS
tatistical software. A total of 80 mice (n�19–20/group) com-
leted all eight behavioral trials. A video camera was mounted on

he ceiling above the four open fields and connected to monitors

lucocorticoid receptor overexpression increases environmen-
t, Neuroscience (2010), doi: 10.1016/j.neuroscience.2010.05.
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nd a computer containing the Ethovision® video tracking system.
thovision® was used to measure locomotor activity for each trial.
our experimenters using laptop computers containing Observer®

oftware were present at a distance from the open fields to watch
he monitors and code exploratory behaviors. Object interaction
as defined as contact with an object via a mouse’s nose or front
aws.

Data were analyzed using linear mixed models (SAS proc
ixed) with genotype, stress, trial, and all interactions as factors.
odels included random effects components for parents when the

ovariance parameter estimate was significant and a repeated
easures component to take into account the correlation among
bservations made on the same mouse across trials. Post hoc

east-squared means tests with slices were performed to deter-
ine effects of genotype and stress in specific groups on any
iven trial. Post hoc t-tests were performed to determine differ-
nces between specific trials. In these cases, significance was
etermined using Bonferroni-corrected P-values to account for
ultiple comparisons. These linear mixed models were used to
xamine distance traveled across the eight trials and latency to

nteract, number of interactions, and time interacting with each
bject separately and with all three objects together across Trials
through 8, including a focus on Trials 2–4 to measure the extent
f habituation. For object preference determination, object prefer-
nce was defined as statistically unequal amounts of interaction
ith the different objects in a given trial, as determined by the post
oc least-squared means test. The object with the highest mean
umber of interactions was deemed the preferred object.

RESULTS

ehavioral reactivity

xamining the effects of forebrain GR overexpression and
cute stress on behavior during the object interaction test
eveals that non-stressed GRov mice were overall more
ehaviorally active than their WT counterparts. In the pres-

ig. 1. Schematic diagram depicting the object configurations in the
bject interaction test: open field without objects (A), habituation trials
ith three stable objects (B), spatial novelty trials with Object 1 moved

C), and object novelty trials with Object 3 replaced (3a vs. 3b) (D).
nce of objects, forebrain GR overexpression led to more
c
v

Please cite this article in press as: Hebda-Bauer EK, et al., Forebrain g
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bject interactions, increased object interaction time, and
horter latencies to interact with objects over the eight-trial
est, along with an increase in locomotor activity. Interest-
ngly, many of these differences disappeared when the

ice were subjected to restraint stress immediately prior to
ehavioral testing, primarily because of the impact of the
tressor on the GRov mice.

ocomotor activity

linear mixed model analysis of the distance traveled of all
ice across the eight-trial object interaction test shows

ignificant main effects for genotype (F1,76�5.26, P�0.05)
nd trial (F7,524�40.05, P�0.001) but not stress group
F1,76�1.68, P�0.199), indicative of the general trends for
Rov mice to be more active than WT mice and for the
ice to habituate over time (see Fig. 2A). Post hoc tests

eveal, however, no significant differences among groups
n the distance traveled during the first trial in an empty
pen field (F1,524�2.46, P�0.12). This is consistent with
ur previous data showing that GRov mice show levels of

ig. 2. Locomotor activity over the course of the multi-trial experiment
or WT and GRov mice (A) and for non-stressed and stressed WT and
Rov mice during the first habituation trial (Trial 2; B). Trials 2–4:
abituation trials; Trials 5–6: Spatial novelty trials; Trials 7–8: Object
ovelty trials. Each point represents the mean�SEM. Squares and

ircles represent WT and GRov mice, respectively. [* P�0.05 GRov
s. WT (A) and non-stressed GRov vs. stressed WT and GRov (B)].

lucocorticoid receptor overexpression increases environmen-
t, Neuroscience (2010), doi: 10.1016/j.neuroscience.2010.05.
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ocomotor activity similar to WT mice in an empty novel
pen field (Wei et al., 2004). It was not until Trial 2 of the
resent study that significant differences among groups
ecame apparent.

When the mice first encountered the three objects in
rial 2—but not later trials—non-stressed mice exhibited
ore locomotor activity than stressed mice (see Fig. 2B);

hus, lending to the significant stress�trial interaction
F7,524�2.13, P�0.05). This effect was especially notable
mong the GRov mice that showed significantly more ac-
ivity than their stressed counterparts upon first exposure
o the novel objects during Trial 2 (post hoc tests:

1,524�9.76, P�0.01). During later trials, all GRov mice
ere more active than their WT counterparts, especi-
lly during Trials 3, 6, and 8 (post hoc tests: Trial
–F1,524�4.10, P�0.05; Trial 6–F1,524�4.10, P�0.05;
rial 8–F1,524�4.39, P�0.05; see Fig. 2A). Thus, these
ata indicate that GRov mice exhibit more locomotor ac-
ivity in the presence of objects over repeated exposures.
urther, prior experience with acute restraint stress atten-
ates this increase during the first exposure to novel ob-

ects.

nteractions with objects

ther measures, such as total number of object interac-
ions, latency to first object interaction after being placed in
he open field, and total object interaction time, are more
pecific to assessing object interaction than the general
ndex of locomotor activity. None of the groups of mice
howed a preference for any of the three objects during the
abituation trials (Trials 2–4) using these measures, with
ne exception (i.e. stressed GRov mice showed a prefer-
nce for Object 2 during Trial 3, data not shown). Since
hese measures all showed similar results, we will only
eport the total number of object interactions to avoid re-
undancy. Consistent with locomotor activity, these mea-
ures indicate that GRov mice are more reactive than WT
ice, with GRov mice displaying increased amounts of
bject interaction and decreased object interaction latency.
his increased GRov reactivity is attenuated when the
ice are acutely stressed.

Examining the total number of object interactions re-
eals that GR overexpression in the forebrain leads to

ncreased reactivity to objects that is clearly influenced by
rior acute restraint stress. A linear mixed model analysis
f the number of interactions with any of the three objects
cross Trials 2–8 reveals significant effects for genotype
F1,76�9.18, P�0.01), stress group (F1,76�6.67, P�0.01),
nd trial (F6,454�29.44, P�0.001). Non-stressed GRov
ice exhibited a significantly higher number of object

nteractions compared to all other groups of mice during
heir first exposure to novel objects in Trial 2 (post hoc
ontrasts: non-stressed GRov vs. non-stressed WT-

454�2.87, P�0.01; vs. stressed WT-t454�3.64, P�0.001;
s. stressed GRov-t454�3.91, P�0.001; Fig. 3A, B]. Al-
hough non-stressed GRov mice habituated to the objects
y decreasing the number of interactions from the first to
he last habituation trial (Trial 2–Trial 4) like that of WT

ice (post hoc contrasts: GRov: t454�4.87, P�0.001; WT: P

Please cite this article in press as: Hebda-Bauer EK, et al., Forebrain g
tal reactivity and produces a stress-induced spatial discrimination defici
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454�4.02, P�0.001), they still interacted significantly
ore with the objects than their WT counterparts in Trials
–5 (Trial 2: F1,454�8.21, P�0.01; Trial 3: F1,454�5.15,
�0.05; Trial 4: F1,454�3.92, P�0.05; Trial 5: F1,454�
.75, P�0.05; Fig. 3A). In fact, non-stressed GRov mice
emonstrated a significantly higher number of object inter-
ctions averaged over the eight-trial test compared to WT
ice (F1,76�8.12, P�0.01).

Interestingly, this increased number of object interac-
ions was eliminated when GRov mice were stressed,
ndicating that the significant main effect of genotype was
rimarily carried by the increased reactivity in the non-
tressed GRov mice (Fig. 3B). Following acute restraint
tress, GRov mice displayed a similar number of interac-
ions to that of their stressed WT counterparts (F1,76�2.19,
�0.139; Fig. 3B) and significantly fewer interactions

han non-stressed GRov mice across trials (F �6.24,

ig. 3. Number of interactions with all objects over the course of the
ulti-trial experiment for non-stressed (A) and stressed (B) mice.
rials 2–4: Habituation trials; Trials 5–6: Spatial novelty trials; Trials
–8: Object novelty trials. Each point represents the mean�SEM.
quares and circles represent WT and GRov mice, respectively

* P�0.05 GRov vs. WT; # P�0.05 non-stressed GRov vs. stressed
Rov).
1,76

�0.02). Thus, the impact of GR overexpression on increas-

lucocorticoid receptor overexpression increases environmen-
t, Neuroscience (2010), doi: 10.1016/j.neuroscience.2010.05.
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ng reactivity to objects, as measured by number of interac-
ions, is most clearly evident in the absence of acute stress.

patial novelty (trial 5)

bject 1 was moved to a different location for Trials 5 and
to assess the animals’ ability to discriminate spatial

ovelty. The number of interactions with each object best
llustrated whether the mice in the current study showed
reference for the displaced object. Thus, we will rely on

his measure to assess group differences in response to
patial novelty.

Examining the number of interactions with each object
uring the first trial in which the mice experienced spatial
ovelty (Trial 5) reveals that stress significantly disrupts
iscrimination of spatial novelty in GRov mice. A linear
ixed model analysis for the number of interactions with
ach object across the multi-trial test shows significant
ffects for genotype (F1,76�4.07, P�0.05), stress group
F1,76�5.92, P�0.05), and trial (F6,454�33.32, P�0.001),
s well as several interactions (genotype�object: F2,152�
.81, P�0.01; trial�object: F12,908�6.62, P�0.001; geno-

ype�stress�trial: F6,454�2.19, P�0.05; and genotype�
rial�object: F12,908�1.84, P�0.05). Post hoc tests reveal
hat several groups of mice showed a preference for the
oved object (i.e. Object 1) during Trial 5 by having the
ighest number of interactions with that object compared to

he other two objects. Specifically, all WT mice, regardless of
tress group, interacted most with the displaced object (non-
tressed: F2,908�4.51, P�0.01; stressed: F2,908�11.54,
�0.001; Fig. 4). Interestingly, non-stressed GRov mice
lso interacted most with the displaced object (Object 1)
F2,908�3.36, P�0.05], but their stressed GRov counter-
arts showed no preference for any of the three objects
F2,908�0.81, P�0.447). Thus, these data show that non-
tressed GRov mice, like WT mice, are able to discriminate
n object when it is moved. However, unlike WT mice, the
Rov mice lose this spatial discrimination ability when they
re stressed. In fact, stress sharpened spatial discrimina-

ig. 4. Discrimination of spatial novelty as displayed by the number o
* P�0.05 preference for moved object).
ion in WT mice while dampening it in the GRov mice. t

Please cite this article in press as: Hebda-Bauer EK, et al., Forebrain g
tal reactivity and produces a stress-induced spatial discrimination defici
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bject novelty (trial 7)

novel object (Object 3b) replaced Object 3a for Trials 7
nd 8 to assess the animals’ ability to discriminate object
ovelty. Analysis of the number of interactions and time
pent interacting with each object provide similar results
howing preference for the novel object, but analysis of

atency to first object interaction did not clearly reveal
bject preferences (data not shown). For consistency, only
he number of interactions will be reported for object nov-
lty.

In general, mice showed a preference for the replaced
bject during Trial 7, by exhibiting the highest number of

nteractions with that object compared to the other two
bjects. This was demonstrated by post hoc tests from a

inear mixed model analysis of the number of interactions
ith each object across Trials 2–8 (see Spatial Novelty
bove). Non-stressed WT mice interacted with the novel
bject more times than the two familiar objects during Trial
(F2,908�3.64, P�0.05; Fig. 5). However, stress attenu-

ted this preference for the novel object such that the
reference in stressed WT mice is not significant (F2,908�
.54, P�0.215). The non-stressed GRov mice also
howed a significant preference for the novel object
F2,908�10.28, P�0.001). Interestingly, stress did not af-
ect GRov mice as it did to WT mice. The stressed GRov
ice also interacted significantly more with the novel ob-

ect than the two familiar objects (F2,908�4.27, P�0.01;
ig. 5). These data reveal that, in the absence of acute
tress, WT and GRov mice discriminate novel objects
ormally. In addition, acute restraint stress dampens the
bility of WT mice to discriminate a novel object from
amiliar ones. GRov mice, however, retain the ability to
iscriminate novel objects following restraint stress.

DISCUSSION

he results of the present study demonstrate that overex-
ression of GR in the forebrain leads to increased spon-

ions with each object in Trial 5. Each bar represents the mean�SEM
f interact
aneous reactivity to environmental stimuli. This height-

lucocorticoid receptor overexpression increases environmen-
t, Neuroscience (2010), doi: 10.1016/j.neuroscience.2010.05.
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ned environmental reactivity, however, does not interfere
ith spatial or object novelty discrimination under normal
onditions. Interestingly, acute restraint stress normalizes
he elevated exploration of environmental stimuli. More-
ver, acute stress has a differential effect on the responses
f GRov mice to novelty—stress does not affect discrimi-
ation of spatial novelty in the WT animals but hinders it in
Rov mice. By contrast, stress interferes with novel object
iscrimination in the WT but not in GRov mice. Together,

hese findings suggest that forebrain overexpression of GR
eads to increased environmental reactivity as well as qual-
tative differences in vulnerability to stress-induced cogni-
ive deficits.

eneral activity and habituation

Rov mice are more active and, when not exposed to
trong acute stress, show more object exploration than WT
ice in the presence of novel stimuli (i.e., objects). Even

hough locomotor activity and number of object interac-
ions decreased across the habituation trials for all and
on-stressed GRov mice, respectively, these behaviors
ontinued at a higher level than for WT mice. Non-stressed
Rov mice also showed shorter latencies to interact with
bjects and spent more time interacting with the objects
ver the course of the multi-trial test (data not shown).
hese behaviors show that overexpression of GR in fore-
rain not only increases general locomotor activity in re-
ponse to novelty, but also increases exploration of novel
timuli. Since a novel object is both salient and able to
raw an animal’s attention inducing active exploration, our
ata suggest that GR overexpression changes responsive-
ess to saliency. Although these behaviors habituate over

ime, GRov mice show a continued higher level of interac-
ion with the now familiar objects than do WT mice. Thus,
R overexpression appears to alter the assessment of

aliency, leading an animal to respond as if stimuli, even
fter significant exposure, continue to be highly salient.
his increased reactivity to saliency may well interact with

he degree of threat in the environment, producing a qual-

ig. 5. Discrimination of object novelty as displayed by the number o
* P�0.05 preference for novel object).
tatively different behavioral pattern, relative to wild types. e

Please cite this article in press as: Hebda-Bauer EK, et al., Forebrain g
tal reactivity and produces a stress-induced spatial discrimination defici
033
hus, at low levels of threat such as novel objects in a
ontained environment, this can lead to increased explo-
ation on the part of the GRov mouse. However, under
ore threatening conditions such as in classical tests of
nxiety (e.g., Elevated Plus Maze, Light/Dark Box), GR
verexpression can lead to increased anxiety-like behavior

ncluding decreased exploration of threatening features of
he context because the salient features of that situation
re amplified and sustained (Wei et al., 2004). Thus, the
pparent contradiction—increased exploration of novel ob-

ects but increased avoidance in tests of anxiety, can be
econciled by the notion that these animals are more re-
ctive in general to surrounding stimuli, especially salient
nes, both in magnitude and duration of response.

The pattern we observe in GRov mice is distinctly
ifferent from that described in mice with decreased GR in
orebrain (FBGRKO). The forebrain glucocorticoid receptor
nockout (FBGRKO) mice exhibit increased locomotor ac-
ivity in all novel environments including typical tests of
nxiety-like behavior (i.e. Light/Dark Box and Elevated
lus Maze), reflecting increased agitation and an exagger-
ted fight-or-flight stress response (Boyle et al., 2006). By
ontrast, GRov mice show no differences in non-specific
otor activity during tests of anxiety, while exhibiting
reater anxiety as indexed by their spatial choices.

The notion that GR influences the way the organism
ssesses external stimuli to guide appropriate behavioral
esponses is supported by the findings from GR deficient
ice. These studies show that impaired GR function re-

ults in decreased object exploration and impaired discrim-
nation of object novelty (Steckler et al., 1999). When kept
n the testing box until they explore the objects as long as

T mice, GR deficient mice are then able to discriminate
bject novelty (Steckler et al., 1999). Thus, it is as if the GR
eficient animals do not appropriately assess the saliency
f the novel object and accord it the necessary level of

nvestigation. By contrast, forebrain overexpression of GR
esults in a heightened response to saliency as shown by
Rov mice in the current study. GRov mice spontaneously

ons with each object in Trial 7. Each bar represents the mean�SEM
f interacti
xhibited increased amounts of interaction with objects

lucocorticoid receptor overexpression increases environmen-
t, Neuroscience (2010), doi: 10.1016/j.neuroscience.2010.05.
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uring the habituation trials which likely helped them to
ater discriminate spatial and object novelty.

We have characterized the behavioral phenotype of
Rov animals as “increased emotional lability” (Wei et al.,
004). This is because stimuli trigger affective responses
rom these animals that are amplifications of normative
esponses, regardless of valence–for example, more anx-
ety- and depressive-like behavior on the one hand, yet
reater responsiveness to antidepressants, greater sensi-
ization to psychostimulants, and, as this study shows,
ore exploration and novelty seeking, on the other. If we

onsider that increased anxiety- and depressive-like be-
aviors in animals are models of vulnerability to “internal-

zing disorders” in humans, and that novelty seeking and
ncreased sensitization to drugs of abuse are models of
ulnerability to “externalizing disorders” (Gilpin and Koob,
008; Tackett et al., 2008), then GRov mice represent a
ood model of increased vulnerability to both classes of
isorders, depending on the nature of the environmental
timuli.

patial and object discrimination

nterestingly, acute stress hindered discrimination of spa-
ial, but not object, novelty in the GRov mice. Acute stress
an either positively or negatively affect cognitive pro-
esses, depending on the time point of its occurrence, its
elation to the context, and the degree of aversiveness of
he task (de Kloet et al., 1999). Given the multi-trial nature
f the object interaction test with 5-min inter-trial intervals

n this study, it is difficult to distinguish the effects of stress
and thus, glucocorticoids) on acquisition, consolidation,
nd retrieval of newly learned memories. However, since
he effects of glucocorticoids on minimally aversive tasks
uch as this object interaction test demonstrate an inverted
-shaped function at every stage of memory processing, it

s not necessary to separate the effects of glucocorticoids
n each stage (Conrad, 2005). Corticosterone levels mea-
ured 15 min following the last trial (i.e., 2 h after com-
encement of restraint stress) in mice of the current study
ere not different between GRov and WT mice (data not
hown) whether or not they were exposed to restraint
tress prior to testing. However, one cannot rule out that
orticosterone levels may have been different among
roups during testing since we have reported that GRov
ice have a slower turn-off of the stress response follow-

ng restraint stress (Wei et al., 2007). Thus, GRov mice
xposed to stress prior to behavioral testing may have
hown impaired discrimination of spatial novelty because
hey may have had corticosterone levels high enough to
mpair memory, while their WT counterparts may have had
orticosterone levels at the top portion of the inverted U
hat actually enhanced spatial discrimination. Interestingly,
tressed GRov mice later discriminated object novelty but
T mice did not, suggesting that corticosterone levels may

ave dropped to the top and ascending parts of the in-
erted U-curve for GRov and WT mice, respectively. Dis-
rimination of object novelty in GRov mice might also have
een preserved because the HPC is often not thought to

e as important in non-spatial memory tasks such as ob- i

Please cite this article in press as: Hebda-Bauer EK, et al., Forebrain g
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ect identity recognition and memory (Mumby et al., 2002;
hinus-Blanc et al., 1996; Save et al., 1992; Winters and
ussey, 2005a,b). In contrast, stressed WT mice may not
ave considered the novel object change as salient as the
receding spatial novelty trials leading to attenuation of
bject novelty discrimination.

nderlying mechanisms

he phenotype of increased responsiveness to salient
timuli and associated increase in lability are likely medi-
ted by changes in expression of several genes in the
Rov mice that regulate environmental reactivity (Wei et
l., 2004). Indeed, many systems implicated in arousal and
nvironmental reactivity are affected by forebrain GR over-
xpression. Microarray analyses show a broad downregu-

ation of glutamate receptor signaling in the HPC of GRov
ice (Wei et al., 2007). Past work in our laboratory shows

hat the hippocampal glutamatergic system is involved in
he control of negative feedback of the LHPA axis (Cullinan
t al., 1993; Herman and Cullinan, 1997; Herman et al.,
989, 2003) and, thus, an alteration in this system would

ikely contribute to the delayed negative feedback ob-
erved in the GRov mice (Wei et al., 2007). Glutamate
ignaling is also essential in controlling the structural and
unctional plasticity of the synapse and plays a critical role
n learning and memory mechanisms within the HPC (Kim
nd Diamond, 2002). MR activity has also been implicated

n mediating environmental reactivity (Oitzl et al., 1994).
lthough MR mRNA expression is not altered in the HPC
f GRov mice, altered MR/GR ratios could very well play a
ole in altered arousal and reactivity levels observed with
verexpression of GR in the forebrain.

Changes in the amygdala of GRov mice (i.e. increased
orticotropin releasing hormone in the central nucleus of
he amygdala) may also contribute to the emotionally labile
henotype and the increased behavioral reactivity to ob-

ects observed in the current study. The amygdala has
een implicated in object recognition and memory (Clark et
l., 2000; Moses et al., 2002, 2005; Rossato et al., 2007;
ola et al., 2000) as well as in the stress modulation of
ognition (Bangasser and Shors, 2007; Roozendaal et al.,
006a,b). Activation of the amygdala via noradrenergic
rojections from the nucleus of the solitary tract or the

ocus coeruleus may play a role in stress-induced cognitive
odulation (Roozendaal et al., 2006a). Amygdalar activa-

ion helps regulate environmental salience and attention,
nd emotional arousal consistent with amygdalar activa-
ion is essential in stress modulation of object recognition
emory (Roozendaal et al., 2006a,b; Okuda et al., 2004).
hus, the increased expression of the norepinephrine

ransporter in the locus coeruleus of GRov mice (Wei et al.,
004) is ideal for contributing to the increased arousal level
f the GRov mice seen over the course of the experiment,
nd it could play a role in their impaired discrimination of
patial novelty following stress.

Alterations in the serotonergic system may also play a
ole in the increased reactivity of GRov mice to environ-
ental stimuli. Numerous reports indicate how alterations
n one or more of its receptors, its transporter, or serotonin

lucocorticoid receptor overexpression increases environmen-
t, Neuroscience (2010), doi: 10.1016/j.neuroscience.2010.05.
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tself can modulate locomotor activity or even exploratory
ctivity to environmental stimuli (File and Gonzalez, 1996;
eyer, 1996; Grailhe et al., 1999; Kalueff et al., 2007a,b;
alleret et al., 1999; Ramboz et al., 1998). Studies with
-HT knock-out mice have shown that mice lacking the
-HT1B or 5-HT5A receptor do not differ from WT mice in

ocomotor activity (5-HT1B knock-outs only) or anxiety-like
ehavior, but show a higher level object exploratory activity
nd lack of exploratory habituation (at least 5-HT1B knock-
uts) (Grailhe et al., 1999; Malleret et al., 1999). The level
f the serotonin metabolite 5HIAA in the prefrontal cortex
as also been found to negatively correlate with the la-
ency to approach objects in an open field, suggesting that
igher prefrontal serotonin activity dampens the inhibition
o approach novel objects (Bowman et al., 2003). More
mportantly, some studies indicate that serotonin trans-
orter (SERT) expression contributes to locomotor activity
s well as novel object and other environmental explor-
tory behavior (Kalueff et al., 2007b), and hippocampal
-HT1A receptor activation increases locomotor behavior

n some circumstances (File and Gonzalez, 1996). GRov
ice have increased SERT mRNA expression in the ven-

romedial dorsal raphe and increased 5HT1A expression in
he HPC (Wei et al., 2004), These serotonergic alterations
ay contribute to the increased reactivity to environmental

timuli found with forebrain GR overexpression.

CONCLUSION

orebrain GR overexpression increases environmental re-
ctivity and leads to impaired discrimination of spatial nov-
lty following acute stress. The findings from this study
how that prolonged perturbation of a stress-related gene
as far-reaching behavioral consequences that are likely

he result of alterations in multiple emotional arousal and
emory-related systems. Previously, we have shown that

orebrain GR overexpression leads to increased emotional
ability and perturbability by pharmacological agents, as
ell as an aging-like neuroendocrine phenotype with evi-
ence of hippocampal dysfunction and subtle cognitive
eficits (Wei et al., 2004, 2007). The current study shows
ow the increased environmental reactivity of the GRov
ice extends to increased reactivity to non-threatening
nvironmental surroundings. Additionally, the modulation
f cognitive function following stress is negatively affec-
ed in these mice. Thus, the increased vulnerability of the
Rov mouse to environmental perturbation makes it an

deal model in which to study the interplay between emo-
ional salience, coping abilities, and cognitive function, all
f which likely play a role in a variety of psychiatric, age-
elated, and neurological illnesses.
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